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Smart technology meets flexibility and convenience
Time-saving work processes in the kitchen increase the pleasure of cooking. The
perfection of the kitchen accessories is based on well-conceived design, the best materials
and pinpoint lighting. Even those things that escape attention serve the stylishly confident
staging of taste and individuality: powerful ventilation technology and smart operating
functions – for example, for controlling light scenarios. Naber kitchen accessories pursue
the goals of top quality and everyday convenience in all product ranges.
At the trade fair "küchenwohntrends" in Salzburg from 8 to 10 May, innovations from the
product groups lighting and ventilation technology will be on view. Since the kitchen has
opened to the living room, the interest in creative lighting concepts has been increasing. In
order to combine impressive lighting units with small lighting features and to set light
®
colours that suit the situation, Naber has launched the LUMICA LIC LED system. The
platform for smart lighting connects the four components of converter, functional module,
control unit and LED lights, and enables the lights to be controlled centrally or remotely.
Lighting scenarios in line with customer wishes require more than just a high-quality range
of lamps. With a wide variety of niche and built-in lamps, base and surface-mounted lamps,
lit glass shelves, illuminated railing and shelving systems as well as stylish pendant lights,
®
the LUMICA programme leaves nothing to be desired.
®

Design award winner from the COMPAIR flow family
As the innovation and market leader in kitchen ventilation technology, in Salzburg, Naber
will be presenting the first closed recirculating air filter system for downdraft hoods:
®
COMPAIR GREENflow. The modular system effectively protects the furniture body
against moisture damage by guiding the cooking fumes directly through air ducts to the
GREENflow filter boxes. Here it is cleaned by means of large-area activated carbon filters
and fed back into the room via flow-optimised outlet grids. The required number of filter
boxes are mounted in the base area of the floor cabinet, and additional supporting feet can
be integrated into the boxes.
®
COMPAIR GREENflow is, however, no longer only usable for hob extractors, but also for
wall-mounted extractor hoods. For this, the filter boxes are placed in a suspended ceiling.
The first-class filter technology guarantees high extraction power with reduced noise.
®

With the non-combustible air duct system COMPAIR STEEL flow , Naber has also
addressed the wishes and requirements of customers, planners and industry. The
components made of galvanised sheet steel meet the strictest international requirements
for fire protection. Thanks to their extreme load-bearing capacity, the kitchen ventilation
ducts can be laid in floors and in ceilings. Both systems for healthy indoor air when cooking
were developed at the German company headquarters in Nordhorn and have received
prestigious design awards.
Easy-care seating furniture, elegant stainless steel sinks
®

The interior highlights from the TABLON range at Naber’s trade fair stand E 21 in Hall 10
invite you to take an inspiring timeout. The seating furniture recently added to the product
range impresses with its variety of colours both in artificial leather and fabric upholstery. All
®
models are water and dirt repellent and thus easy-care. TABLON convinces with its
distinct design vocabulary that sometimes emphasises and sometimes contrasts with
individual furnishing styles.

In Salzburg, Naber will be presenting shapely built-in stainless steel sinks from its
comprehensive range of basic accessories. With cutting boards made of glass and wood,
with drip trays and various inserts, sink centres are created that offer flexible working
levels. Whether in the concise rectangular or classically large bowl form, whether
stylistically reduced or colour-enhanced – all the new stainless steel models from the
®
company’s own label NABER-CONTURA can be reversibly employed and are extremely
hardwearing thanks to their non-porous surface. The timelessly elegant design creates an
extremely appealing environment.
Concept Kitchen for outdoor events
"n by Naber" has taken the idea of a flexibly usable, durable and uncomplicated kitchen
furniture programme realised in Concept Kitchen to a new dimension: the second Concept
Kitchen product line in the "anthracite" colour scheme is ideally suited for outdoor use.
Table modules of both series - white and anthracite - can be equipped with hobs from the
Italian luxury brand Fulgor Milano. In this way, perfect mobile workstations for outdoor
BBQ and cooking events are created.
The Naber team’s passion for the living environment of the kitchen generates movement
on the accessories markets in many regions of Europe and worldwide. Our own product
developments and constant discoveries permanently complete a range, based on thirteen
product groups, that presents itself as comprehensive, high-quality and full of ideas. The
spacious warehousing on a logistics area of around 20,000 square metres in Nordhorn,
Lower Saxony, guarantees specialist retailers and other customer groups just-in-time
delivery of kitchen accessories classics, newcomers and bestsellers.
www.naber.com

Naber GmbH
A dynamically growing company within the
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500
accessories items belong to the product range.
Numerous internationally recognised design
awards underline the innovative power of the
family-owned business which is successful for
decades.

Management
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving
force behind the development and realisation
of innovative products.
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human
resources, organisation and finance.
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the
company with drive and vitality.
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